Inside HP’s Ft Collins Workstation Test Lab
Installment 1

It’s a good thing I wore my most comfortable shoes during my recent visit to HP’s test lab in Ft. Collins,
Colorado. If I hadn’t, my feet and legs would still be sore today. I joined a small group of reporters at
the lab and spent 3 hours walking miles through this huge facility stopping at each specialized test lab
for very in‐depth guided tours.
We toured the Hardware Test Center, which I call the ‘Shake & Bake lab,’ where workstations and other
hardware are physically stressed to the max; The Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) labs where
hardware is bombarded with radio frequency waves to gauge how susceptible the units are to the
effects of RFI; the Model Shop where the future is imagined; the RF testing area where hardware
returned from the field is investigated to identify the cause of the failure; to a demonstration room
where we learned about HP’s latest and greatest new hot stuff; and to the Material Science Lab, which
is the focus of this installment.
I’ve elected to break my experience into installments that focus and expand on each of the departments
I visited so I can ‘bring’ you with me on the three‐hour tour.
The “CSI” Lab
Material Science Lab
Ft Collins, Colorado
Paul’s a Happy Man
CSI, the acronym for ‘Crime Scene Investigation,’ is the perfect name for Dr. Paul Mazurkiewicz’s well
equipped Material Science Lab here in Ft. Collins. When Jim Schinnerer, in the ‘Shake and Bake’ lab next
door, drops a workstation from ten feet high onto a concrete slab, or exposes one to high humidity or
extreme and prolonged heat it’s up to the good Dr. to reconstruct and investigate any failures caused by
this rough and tumble treatment. And, when equipment fails in the field, Paul uses his investigative
skills and advanced tools to find the cause and make recommendations so this failure won’t occur, ever
again.

Paul is a very happy man. Smiling, with a zealous, almost religious
glint in his eyes he proudly showed our small group of reporters
around his high‐tech sanctuary. And, once I got a glimpse of the
lab and its bevy of high‐tech tools I understood why Paul was
smiling. Neat technology is embedded in my genetic coding, and
I was smiling too.
Dr. Mazurkiewicz welcomed us as we filtered into his well
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equipped lab. “I’m Paul, chief scientist here at the Material Sciences Lab and my job is to help the
engineers figure out complex problems they encounter during development, and I also help the
customer support engineers solve problems out in the field. The best way for me to show you what we
do here is to take you through the materials lab and show you some of our tools and how we use them.”
The Real Time X‐Ray: Seeing Through Metal
Paul first showed us how he uses the real‐time x‐ray machine to perform failure analysis. “The real‐
time x‐ray machine was specifically made for the electronics industry and includes artificial intelligence
routines that help us make decisions about the quality of such things such as solder joints and electrical
connections. “
He kicked off the demo by passing around a 3”
diameter analog pocket stop‐watch. He then
placed the watch inside a small shielded safe‐like
box closed the heavy door and turned on the real‐
time x‐ray machine. “Opening the pocket watch
doesn’t look like it’ll be easy,” he said, “and
there’s a chance we might break it while opening
it. So, it’s always handy to do non‐destructive
analysis where you can take a look at something
without ripping into it.” Pointing to the two LCD screens he continued, “This is a real time video feed,
and we can easily scan over an area and are able to zoom in and see the inner workings of the watch.
You can see little gears working here, and if one of these cogs was out of place or a gear tooth was
broken off we ‘d easily and quickly see that. “
Paul fiddled with some knobs and zoomed in on the image so that only the spring mechanism was
centered on the screen. Then, he moved in even closer and pointed out that, “Most failures in spring
wind watches occur in the spring itself,” and as he zoomed further in we could see a small, ‘accident
waiting to happen,’ hairline fracture at the base of the spring.
Paul explained that “The idea is to solve a problem very quickly, but very accurately at the same time. If
somebody’s having problems it doesn’t make a difference whether it’s in development or out in the
field, no one wants wait and we need to solve this person’s problem fast. “
Next he put a hard drive into the x‐ray machine and
explained that this was his personal drive and that it
had started making a squealing noise. He showed us
how he could zoom into the tiny microprocessor and
its even smaller controller chip. “We can see right
through the metal top and plastic casing – I can go
right through and look at a whole bunch of features on
this chip. As an example, I’m going to zoom in a little
closer and then adjust the histogram to get a nice gray

scale range”
He pointed to the screen, “You’re looking at all the solder connections. These solder points are basically
what adheres the chip to the printed circuit assembly. We’re actually looking right through the package
at copper traces that go to little gold wires, and if we pan over a bit we’re now looking at the shadow of
the microchip. You can’t actually see silicon in an x‐ray machine, it’s not dense enough, but we can see
the silver epoxy that’s used to glue the chip down to the surface. We’re able to really zoom in, and since
the x‐ray doesn’t use light we can magnify up to thousands of times very quickly. “
“Here’s something we can investigate,” he continued, “These little soldered connections beneath the
chip carry heat away from the chip – it’s basically a heat sink on the other side of the chip ‐‐ and you’ll
notice that these have big holes in them right here. These holes are air voids and these voids could
result in less heat being transferred away from the chip than was intended. So, one of the reasons that
this drive may have failed is that there may not be enough heat being transferred out from this
particular area. And, we were able to drill down and find the problem without having to take anything
apart and see what’s going inside the component. You just throw it in the x‐ray chamber and away we
go.”
He then adjusted the focus to look at the drive’s platter. “This platter spins really fast as you write data
to it. Pointing to an armature he said, “This arm floats across the surface of the platter and writes and
retrieves data from the spinning disk. Normally these arms park off the drive platter so that when you
transport the drive the arm doesn’t bounce on the drive’s surface and cause damage. But, as you can
see, this one is awfully close the spindle here.
He zoomed in to show the tiny pickup heads resting on the disk platter.. “Each one of these heads is a
tiny copper wire‐wrapped electromagnet which pulses the electromagnetic energy. This one is awfully
close to the spindle, and there a possibility that a bearing wore out or might have vibrated and knocked
that head over to the side and it’s stuck there. The screeching noise I heard may have been this head
rubbing while the device spun down from 15,000 rpm to 0 in a second. This would obviously make some
noise. This configuration might have been by design, and normally we’d have a schematic in front of us
that tells how it should be so we can interpret what we’re looking at. Using the real‐time x‐ray is the first
step in the analysis and allows us to learn as much as we can, quickly and non‐destructively to see if we
can get to the heart of the problem.”
Electron Microscope Investigations
No materials lab worth its salt would be without an electron microscope. And, the HP lab in Ft. Collins is
pretty salty, boasting a high energy scope that uses electron beams instead of light to reveal microscopic
three dimensional features at very high magnifications. Because many of the components that go into
HP’s workstations are microscopically small, such as the capacitors mounted on microprocessor chips,
HP relies on the electron microscope to magnify a target by more than 500 times, giving Paul and his
team the ability to see where no man has seen before.

A picture is worth a thousand words, and a video is worth even more. I didn’t have a video camera with
me, but did have my cell phone, and I took this video with it. The picture quality is good, but the
cinematography is terrible. My bad. But, it does give you the opportunity to see what I saw while Paul
was demonstrating the electron microscope.

VIDEO
Using the Electron Microscope

Spectroscopy – Chemical Fingerprints
The Material Lab is equipped with the latest
spectroscopy equipment including an Infrared
Spectrometer, a gas chromatic mass spectrometer,
and a really neat portable unit. These devices focus
high frequency or infrared energy on an object,
evaluate the bounced energy, and calculate and
display the chemical composition, or fingerprint, of
the object under study.
Portable Spectography

Dr. Mazurkiewicz held up the portable gadget and explained that, “This is something we recently got to
help us meet environment compliance. We spend quite a lot of time here making sure that HP not only
meets legal environmental compliance standards, but that we also meet our own goals which are much
stricter than most laws specify. There’s a huge list of materials that HP restricts voluntarily and we
screen for them here to make sure that these materials aren’t present, allowing us to deliver the
greenest products possible. “
“To use this hand held x‐ray spectrometer we hold it up to a surface, pull the trigger, and in about 1
second it displays a compete elemental analysis. We use these spectrographic tools to insure that our
products are compliant before they go out the door.”

“The ability to take chemical fingerprints of substances allows us identify unknown material and to verify
that the materials being used are the ones that we’ve specified, and that they meet or exceed our
quality expectations.”

Mechanical Stress
Besides chemical analysis there’s also lots of mechanical testing going on
too. Paul showed us a measurement device that precisely measures the
amount of force exerted on an object. And to illustrate his point we
watched as the machine inserted memory chips into socket while
measuring the pressure it took to accomplish this. Paul told us that,
“When inserting memory strips into the socket you want to make sure
that it takes exactly the right amount of force. If it takes too much force
you could end up twisting and breaking the memory chips or you could
bend or crack them. But, if the fit is too loose the memory could pop
out of the socket. Not only do we insert the memory chips into the
socket with this tool and measure the exact amount of force needed,
but once we’ve finished we’ll cut the socket open and look at the
physical surface of the contacts under high magnification to make sure it
looks the way that we think it should. These are gold contacts, and if the
gold is removed you could have electrical problems, so we go the extra
step by cutting the sockets open and examining them under ultra high magnification to insure that
everything‘s fine inside the connector. “
Case Closed
Before completing our tour of the Material Sciences lab Paul told us a mystery story, with a happy
ending.
One of HP’s customers was having issues with systems failing in their environment. This was very
mysterious since they were the only ones having a problem with this particular system and the power
supplies were failing.
The systems were sent to the Materials lab, and the first thing the lab team did was go through the
entire box looking for visual clues. Everything looked fine, so they pulled out their residue test kit and
dabbed the power supply area with small sticky studs collecting surface residue evidence, just like they
do in a crime lab. They then took the residue‐topped studs and analyzed the residue under their
electron microscope.
One of the things they found, besides the usual office dust, were tiny flecks of silver inside the box,
especially inside the power supply. Using the electron microscope and spectrometer to take a closer
look and analyze the silver they discovered that the silver was actually an alloy of silver that also

contained a small amount of copper and other metals. They were able to match this alloy to a specific
Jewelry silver – the type of alloy used to make rings and jewelry.
Armed with this information, Dr. Mazurkiewicz hopped on a plane and flew to the customer’s site to
take a closer look at their environment. He did additional sampling on site and discovered that the
systems themselves were in what appeared to be a very clean jewelry design area.
Exploring further he came across a room, not too far away from the design area, where he watched
students finishing their silver creations on grinding wheels, and creating plumes of dust. Then, when he
observed the students walking out of the grinding room and back into the design lab a light bulb lit
above Paul’s head.
Paul said, “What was happening was that they’d be grinding away, get the dust all over their pants sit
down in front of a computer that was on the floor beneath their desks, and the computer’s cooling fans
sucked all that dust into the system. Of course, you have metal dust and this conducts electricity and it
was blowing out the power supplies.”
Solving this problem for good was easy. Paul and his team helped the customer rearrange their
environment and their work flow model, and voila, the failure was entirely eliminated. Another case
closed!
At the end of the tour Dr. Mazurkiewicz wrapped things up by saying, “Basically we’re the eyes and ears
of the support engineering team and help them look very deeply into any kind of puzzle that they’re
working on, from simple design problems to solving customer issues in the field. Our mission is to verify
that what HP buys and then receives meets our specifications and high quality standards.”
Join me in my next article as we tour the 10‐ and 1‐meter RFI chambers to explore the zappy world of
RFI emissions and interference.
By,
David Heller

